CAYMAN ISLANDS


THE TRAFFIC LAW, 2011
(LAW 26 OF 2011)

THE TRAFFIC (SPEED LIMITS ON CAYMAN BRAC), REGULATIONS, 2012
THE TRAFFIC LAW, 2011  
(LAW 26 OF 2011)

THE TRAFFIC (SPEED LIMITS ON CAYMAN BRAC) REGULATIONS, 2012

In exercise of the powers conferred by sections 106 and 142 of the Traffic Law, 2011, the Governor in Cabinet makes the following Regulations -

1. These Regulations may be cited as the Traffic (Speed Limits on Cayman Brac) Regulations, 2012 and comes into force immediately after the Traffic Law, 2011 comes into force.

2. In these Regulations -

“grid” means the Cayman National Grid prepared and kept by the Lands and Survey Department; and

“grid reference” means a reference point on the grid.

3. (1) A maximum speed limit of twenty-five miles per hour is prescribed for those parts of the public road A6 in Cayman Brac -

(a) from grid reference N7147122, E2029758 at Block 94D, Parcel 148 to grid reference N7148538, E2032266 at Block 96E, Parcel 13;

(b) from grid reference N7151370, E2041012 at Block 99B, Parcel 46 rem 2 to grid reference N7153281, E2044251 at Block 101E, Parcel 3;

(c) from grid reference N7157091, E2048389 at Block 101C, Parcel 52 to grid reference N7157731, E2050062 at Block 101C, Parcel 32; and

(d) from grid reference N7167112, E2068758 at Block 108D, Parcel 10 to grid reference N7167885, E2073496 at Block 111A, Parcel 1.

(2) A maximum speed limit of thirty miles per hour is prescribed -

(a) for public roads B24, B26 and that part of public road A7 in Cayman Brac extending from grid reference N7141635,
E2020857 at Block 93 D, Parcel 21 to grid reference N7142627, E2029768 at Block 95C, Parcel 62;
(b) for that part of the public road A7 in Cayman Brac from grid reference N7144291, E2029768 at Block 95B, Parcel 51 to grid reference N7142627, E2029768 at Block 95C, Parcel 62; and
(c) for the public road B35 in Cayman Brac from grid reference N7158489, E2053778 at Block 104B, Parcel 19 to grid reference N7151964, E2053543 at Block 105A, Parcel 32.
(3) A maximum speed limit of forty miles per hour is prescribed for those parts of the public road A6 in Cayman Brac -
(a) from grid reference N7142833, E2023028 at Block 93C, Parcel 57 to grid reference N7147122, E2029758 at Block 94D, Parcel 148;
(b) from grid reference N7148538, E2032266 at Block 96E, Parcel 13 to grid reference N7151370, E2041012 at Block 99B, Parcel 46 rem 2;
(c) from grid reference N7153281, E2044251 at Block 101E, Parcel 3 to grid reference N7157091, E2048389 at Block 101C, Parcel 52; and
(d) from grid reference N7157731, E2050062 at Block 101C, Parcel 32 to grid reference N7167112, E2068758 at Block 108D, Parcel 10.
(4) A maximum speed limit of forty miles per hour is prescribed for that part of the public road A7 in Cayman Brac from grid reference N7142627, E2029768 at Block 95C, Parcel 62 to grid reference N7160721, E2074642 at Block 112A, Parcel 81.

Made by Cabinet the 29th day of August, 2012.

Kim Bullings

Clerk of the Cabinet.